BRUSH UP ON YOUR COAL FACTS
TAKE A SCENIC DRIVE ON THE SOMERSET SCENIC SIX
FOLLOW THE LIFE OF AN ONTARIO MINE

HELPFUL WEBSITES
Quecreek Mine Rescue Foundation
Chamber of Commerce
Laurel Highlands

LEARN...
- Watch AP’s footage of the rescue
- Dive into Pitt’s archives to see the Quecreek mine map
- Read Post-Gazette coverage of the rescue
- Brush up on your coal facts

DO...
- Visit the nearby Flight 93 Memorial
- Watch for barn stars to understand “Yuscht Fer Schee”
- Swing by the Somerset Historical Center and learn about rural life
- Take a scenic drive on the Somerset Scenic Six

HELPFUL GUIDES
Somerset County Visitors Guide
Laurel Highlands Guidebook

FOR KIDS!
- Complete puzzles in the Mining Matters Activity Book
- Learn about coal from NASA
- Discover other gems that can be found in mines
- Follow the life of an Ontario mine